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Executive Summary
Traditional applications of quaternary based chemicals have long been a 
staple in the process of sanitizing laundry carts in the healthcare linen sector.  
This study aims to explain how this traditional process is less effective than 
newer technology in terms of pathogen targeting and dwell time efficacy.  
Electrolyzed brine solutions can perform better in a fraction of the time and 
are safe for the end user and environment.  This study uses multiple site 
locations using industry accepted testing methods and cites 3rd party studies 
who have performed unbiased research and summarized their conclusions in 
journal publications for top industry journals.
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Introduction
Industry certifications in the Healthcare Linen sector require the linen 
supplier to clean linen transport carts between the dumping of soiled linen 
and loading of clean linen for re-delivery to the healthcare facility.  
Traditional methods have always included a chemical element that was 
meant to neutralize any pathogens present left by the soiled linen previously 
retrieved at any facility.  The industry standard chemical of coice has been 
varietal forms of quaternary solutions, or “quats”, most commonly 
quaternary ammonium.  We intend to show that a self contained chemical 
generating equipment is both more effective at killing more types of 
pathogens but can achieve consistent success with less dwell time at a 
fraction of the cost.  Using electrolyzed salt water brine and two proprietary 
membranes the system creates and separates Sodium Hydroxide, a cleaning 
agent, and Hypochlorous Acid, a sanitizing agent, to be applied on carts.  The 
Hypochlorous Acid, referred to as HOCI, is a powerful sanitizer, 100 times 
stronger than bleach at disinfection and safe to use on any surface.  Without 
the harsh properties of bleach, HOCI will not harm textiles or users through 
skin contact or even ingestion.  Traditional quats have a dwell, or time 
required with a wet surface, or three to ten minutes as the HOCI has a dwell 
of ten seconds to no more than 30 seconds.  The HOCI process enables users 
to safely increase throughput of a Cart Sanitizing machine to meet higher 
demands.  In addition to this, the concept of electrolyzing saline to create a 
disinfectant or antiseptic is appealing because the basic materials of saline 

and electricity are inexpensive and the end 
product does not damage the environment 
(Rutala, Weber,  & Healthcare Infection 
Control Practices Advisory Committee, 
2017).



Business Problem
A centralized healthcare linen facility is required to process at least 70,000lbs 
of linen per day in an 8 hour shift.  With a cart carrying approximately 350lbs 
of linen they will process 200 carts per day to meet demand.  With a ten 
minute dwell time required by traditional quats the facility will need to either 
have multiple cart washing processes occurring simultaneously or with a 
single process would need 33 hours to safely process the 200 carts needed.  In 
most cases the dwell times required for quats are not met.  Throughput 
needed doesn’t allow for it.  This leaves facilities exposed to cross 
contamination hazards.  Simply stated, a sanitized garment packed in an 
adequately sanitized cart for re-delivery is no longer a sanitized garment, it 
can be a risk.  Although contaminated linens are rare in the scope of the 
millions of pounds of linen processed each day in the USA alone, 
they have resulted in 11 deaths over the last 10 years.
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Solution
The HOCI generators turn water and salt into a ready to 
use, stable, non-toxic, biodegradable, eco-friendly and 
fast sanitizer for your linen carts.  Electrolyzed Water is 
the result of electrolysis:  salt is electrically separated into 
its two main ions: sodium and chloride.  The salt brine 
solution is then passed through the two different proprietary 
membranes.  One membrane allows sodium ions to pass and the 
other only allows chloride ions to pass.  These ions are mixed into 
separate streams of fresh water, producing two solutions:  A 200ppm 
Hypochlorous Acid and Sodium Hydroxide.  These two solutions are safer, 
cheaper and most importantly, more powerful than the harmful chemicals 
most commonly used as cleaning agents today. 



 Chemical disinfectants typically confront pathogens by attempting to 
permeate the lining and enter the nucleus of the cell.  If the disinfectant is too 
weak or depleted by the time it permeates it cannot kill the cell, as is often the 
case, then the pathogen becomes resistant to said disinfectant.  HOCI kills 
almost immediately on contact.  As soon as HOCI encounters the pathogen, 
the cell protein disintegrates and dies.  Under this type of assault, pathogens 
are simply unable to mutate into a stronger form.  In particular, chemicals have 
been shown ineffective at killing the antibiotic-resistant superbugs wreaking 
havoc on millions of people all over the world.  A 2014 report from the British 
government posted that superbugs are on track to kill more than cancer by 
2050.

Solution
(continued)
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Energenics Site Tests
The wash sequence for swab testing was performed as follows:

Ÿ 10 seconds of Atomizing Spray with Sodium Hydroxide
Ÿ 10 seconds of Atomizing Spray with HOCI
Ÿ 5 seconds of Rest
Ÿ 90 seconds of Drying
Ÿ

The above wash sequence allows for a dry cart ready for immediate make-up 
Dryig for less time will  eject a cart that would need more time to completely 
air dry.  If a time lag between cart ejection and cart make-up is present the dry 
time can be lowered in the machine and allow for more throughput.  Current 
cycle times represent 30 carts per hour throughput.



Energenics Site Tests
Swab testing was performed before and after 
the cart cycle through the Generation 3 
Energenics Kartwasher equipped with the 
HOCI chemical generator using ¹⁄� gallon of 
water to generate ¹⁄� gallon NaOH and ¹⁄� 
gallon of HOCI per cart.  Tests were performed 
using a calibrated hand held ATP testing 
meter in the same locations on each cart in 
three different locations on each cart.  Swab 
pressure, angle and number of passes across 
the cart surface were replicated by the same 
person during a 3 hour testing period.  The 
carts were all P-72 MODroto Brand Carts.

(continued)

Testing was performed using the Hygiena ATP 
meter.  The meter takes a supplied sterile 

TM
  surface swab, the UltraSnap , and using a 

proprietary chemical process measures the 
amount of Adenosine Tri�Phospate �ATP� 
present on the swab.  The ATP reacts with the 
proprietary chemical and produces light.  The 
meter reads the intensity of light produced and 
presents the reading in all units call Reflective 
Light Units, or RLU’s.  All living organisms, 
including all known pathogens, contain ATP as 
it is the power source for all cellular activity.  
The Hospital Laundry Accreditation Council 
�HLAC� recognizes a reading of less than 30 
RLU’s on the Hygiena ATP meter to be a 
hygienically clean surface in laundries.

example of P-72MODroto cart



Energenics Site Tests
(continued)

Referring to Charts 1 and 2 below, the results using the HOCI solution were far superior 
than the traditional quat system.  These tests were performed at the same facility using a 
random selection of the same set of carts.  While the HOCI system had zero failures on the 
Hygiena meter the quat system exhibited three clear failures.  Overall effectiveness of the 
HOCI system had an overall reduction of organisms of 86% while the quat system 
averaged 52%.  The HOCI cleaned carts were measured immediately after exiting the 
Kartwasher while the Quats were allowed time to dwell.  The dwell time was between 2 
and 5 minutes and set by the operator who was removing and drying carts by hand before 
allowing them to return to circulation.  It was important to observe that this practice did 
not allow for the 10 minutes of dwell recommended by the chemical supplier.

The chart below illustrates the immediate effect of
HOCI on linen carts after processing.

Below is comparison data using quaternary ammonium
product by “chemical company X” immediately after
exiting the cartwash following the attendant towel drying.

  Quaternary  Cart Treatment           

     Before After % of Pass/Fail 

     RLU RLU Reduction   

1 Outside Bottom   0 0   Pass  

  Inside wall   9 2 78% Pass 

  Inside bottom   48 33 31% FAIL 

             

2 Outside Bottom   17 13 24% Pass  

  Inside wall   7 5 29% Pass 

  Inside bottom   43 7 84% Pass 

             

3 Outside Bottom   9 8 11% Pass  

  Inside wall   5 1 80% Pass 

  Inside bottom   19 12 27% Pass 

             

4 Outside Bottom   3 3 0% Pass  

  Inside wall   92 17 82% Pass 

  Inside bottom   107 19 82% Pass 

             

5 Outside Bottom   0 0   Pass  

  Inside wall   39 12 69% Pass 

  Inside bottom   16 8 50% Pass 

             

6 Outside Bottom   3 2 33% Pass  

  Inside wall   219 73 67% FAIL 

  Inside bottom   16 6 62% Pass 

             

7 Outside Bottom   62 12 81% Pass  

  Inside wall   10 10 0% Pass 

  Inside bottom   13 8 38% Pass 

             

8 Outside Bottom   9 4 56% Pass  

  Inside wall   59 8 86% Pass 

  Inside bottom   543 41 92% FAIL 

             

9 Outside Bottom   0 0   Pass  

  Inside wall   7 5 29% Pass 

  Inside bottom   5 5 0% Pass 

          

10 Outside Bottom  0 0   Pass  

  Inside wall  36 10 72% Pass 

  Inside bottom  110 15 86% Pass 

          

          

     TABLE 2  

52% 
Average   

              

 

  H O Cl Cart Treatm ent           

     Before After %  of Pass/Fail 

     RLU RLU Reduction   

1 O utside Bottom   2 0 100% Pass  

  Inside w all   0 0 0% Pass 

  Inside bottom   279 17 94% Pass 

             

2 O utside Bottom   2 2 100% Pass  

  Inside w all   12 12 0% Pass 

  Inside bottom   92 4 96% Pass 

             

3 O utside Bottom   7 2 71% Pass  

  Inside w all   2 2 0% Pass 

  Inside bottom   110 8 93% Pass 

             

4 O utside Bottom   5 0 100% Pass  

  Inside w all   26 5 81% Pass 

  Inside bottom   108 9 92% Pass 

             

5 O utside Bottom   10 0 100% Pass  

  Inside w all   45 12 73% Pass 

  Inside bottom   365 10 97% Pass 

             

6 O utside Bottom   23 1 96% Pass  

  Inside w all   19 1 95% Pass 

  Inside bottom   102 4 96% Pass 

             

7 O utside Bottom   6 0 100% Pass  

  Inside w all   9 0 100% Pass 

  Inside bottom   76 2 97% Pass 

             

8 O utside Bottom   8 1 88% Pass  

  Inside w all   12 0 100% Pass 

  Inside bottom   60 3 95% Pass 

             

9 O utside Bottom   11 2 82% Pass  

  Inside w all   22 3 86% Pass 

  Inside bottom   172 9 95% Pass 

          

     TABLE 1  

83%  
Average   

              

 



Several wound care studies also show HOCl to be superior in 
treating open wounds on patients over traditional methods.  One 
such study drew the following conclusion:  “Hypochlorous Acid 
appears to be inexpensive, easy to perform, painless and 
effective as a potent wound care dressing against a wide range of 
microorganisms (Mekkawy & Kamal, 2014).
Other companies generating NaOH and HOCl on site exist but 
with varying caveats.   Some systems are bulky and require 
considerable space outside the envelope of the existing 
equipment.  Due to varying consumption demands some systems 
require tanks that are 200 gallons or more to store the chemical 
for peak demand times.    In the photo below, you will see the 
expanded footprint required for one competing HOCl generator.  
Massive storage tanks and a mezzanine had to be constructed 
due to floor space restrictions.  Daily maintenance and calibration 
is required with competing systems where Energenics has proven 
consistent for months of maintenance free usage.
In the Energenics system, fresh soft water passes through a 5 
micron filter first.  Next an electrolytic cell with two membranes 
allows the filtered soft water pass by the two membranes where 
on one side Sodium ions are shared and the other where Chlorine 
ions are shared creating the two chemicals through electrolysis.  
There are zero salt residuals in the two chemicals produced.  This 
is a major benefit over other HOCl generators where salt brine 
solution is passed into the chemical produced.  Without salt in 
your chemicals, no final rinse is needed to protect cart casters 
and bearings.  

Solution Details
(continued)



Solution Details
Chemical disinfectants typically confront pathogens by attempting 
to permeate the lining and enter the nucleus of the cell. If the 
disinfectant is too weak or depleted by the time it permeates and 
cannot kill the cell, as is often the case, then that pathogen 
becomes resistant to said disinfectant.
An NIH Study showed that Quats are unable to kill Clostridium 
Difficile spores, or C. Diff., on their own and require either 
additional mechanical or photochemical process to eliminate.  
Specifically it was stated “Prevention of C Difficile transmission is 
challenging in part because spores survive for months on surfaces 
and are resistant to killing by many commonly used disinfectants 
such as quaternary ammonium compounds.  Additionally the study 
cited, “Spores on hospital surfaces treated with water or quaternary 
ammonium alone were not significantly reduced for up to one week 
after exposure  (Armstrong, et al., May 2015).  HOCl kills C. Diff. 
almost immediately on contact.  As soon as HOCl encounters the 
pathogen, the cell protein disintegrates and dies. Under this type of 
assault, pathogens are simply unable to mutate into stronger form.  
A similar study found that “the efficiency of HOCl in attacking 
bacterial organisms by destroying the functionality of their 
membrane-bound components is likely enhanced by its relatively 
small molecular size and lack of electrical charge, which would not 
cause it to be repelled against the negatively charge surface of 
bacterial cell membranes” (Armstrong, et al., May 2015).  
Quaternary ammonium compounds all carry a positive charge.  
While all bacterial cell membranes carry a negative charge, 
attracting the quat ions.  Many viral cell membranes carry a positive 
charge, repelling the quat ions, which extends the dwell time 
required considerably.  Examples of such viruses with positive 
charges are strains of Hepatitis B, Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) 
and Influenza A (Karlin, December 1988).  



Equipment 
The HOCL system, shown below, is compact and requires little maintenance.



Business Benefits
Since the cost of purified salt is negligible, this allows you to process carts for 
less than one cent per cart.  Quats, with an average dilution requirement of .8% 
and costing upwards of $30.00 per gallon, means you are using a gallon of quat 
for every 320 carts processed.  That equates to 9 cents per cart.  The 
aforementioned plant processing 70,000lbs per day will spend $6,000-$8,000 
on Quats per year depending on the exact dillution rate.  That same plant 
running an HOCI generator in an Energenics Kartwasher will spend $730.00.  
These numbers of course relfect an apples to apples amount of solution being 
applied to the cart.  The fact is, Energenics uses ¹⁄� gallon combined solution per 
cart while the next two leading competitors use 3 and 9 gallons per cart.  
Calculating their costs at 6 times and 18 times the chemical cost outlined above 
makes the decision simple.

Summary
The opportunity to implement a process that does the job intended to do at a 
rate that meets your demand is now available.  The ability to outperform at a 
fraction of the cost is what our industry needs.  Our process produces safe 
products for humans, but not for the most notorious of pathogens.  The 
chemical cost savings can quickly eclipse new equipment costs proving a fast 
ROI.  The risk of cross contamination with traditional processes is clear and 
present.  Using a proven method of sanitization to produce better results faster 
and at a lower cost should be every Laundry Manager’s goal.  With the 
Energenics technology you can deliver your customer a more thoroughly 
sanitized cart while delivering increases to your bottom line.



Action Plan
Call Energenics today and we will send you a free sample kit that will let 
you make your own Hypochlorous Acid/Sodium Hydroxide solution on 
your desktop.  The sample kit does not use the patented membranes to 
separate salt out of the final soltion however it is a great demonstrator 
of efficacy if you currently use ATP testing.  Test the soltion on any hard 
surface.  Then, let us come to you and show you the many benefits to 
using our system over any competition.  Intersted in the technology but 
not in the market for a complete new Kartwasher?  We can design a 
retrofit for any platform.  

Call us at 800-944-1711.
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